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Summary 
 
The Nagapattinam sub-basin, which occurs along the eastern margin of the Cauvery basin of east coast of India, was generated 

in Early Cretaceous time as a failed rift basin in relation to the rifting between India and Australia/Antarctica. Present study 

suggests that this sub-basin may be further subdivided into northern and southern segments based upon rift architecture and 

depositional systems. The northern rift segment was primarily opened in the E-W direction oblique to the regional NE-SW rift 

trend. The basin-filling succession can be divided into three tectono-stratigraphic units based on tectonic-subsidence , sediment 

supply and depositional systems. These units represent  Early syn-rift, Rift climax and Late syn-rift sequences within thick 

(≈3200m at basinal deep) syn-rift sequence. 

 

 In North Nagapattinam sub-basin, the Early syn-rift sequence representing basal Andimadam Fm was mainly restricted to the 

areas adjacent to footwalls as slump deposits. The active fault system during rift climax period provided accommodation space, 

in turn development of lacustrine system  depositing dominantly source  facies mainly through axial drainage. Development of 

good reservoir facies are expected within late syn-rift sediment owing to its lower depositional gradient and higher energy 

condition. Moreover, change in the drainage pattern during late syn-rift period likely provided significant sediment input from 

the footwall side in the southern part of this segment. Two distinct buried accommodation zones have been identified, of which 

the northern one is within the producing trend and the least explored southern one is interpreted to be prospective.  

 

In South Nagapattinam sub-basin, the syn-rift units could not be well differentiated because of less thickness, to be around 

1000m at its deepest part. This sub-basin mainly received sediments from different drainage system compared to northern one. 

Two prominent lows are identified either side of Kovilkalappal-Peruvalandan high - a shallower constricted western low and  

relatively deeper & broader eastern low with a smaller Tulsapattinam high in between. The eastern low remained tectonically 

active and experienced continued subsidence with respect to western low till the end of rifting phase.With known hydrocarbon 

occurrences in Tulsapattinam high , the sediment thicken specially to the SW of this high are interpreted to have better source 

component with inferred NW migration trend , encompassing the prospective areas. 

 

 

Introduction  
 
Rift basins are increasingly the focus of research in 
tectonics, structural geology and basin analysis. Many of 

the major petroleum provinces of the world are associated 
with rift basins. Rift basins commonly records an early 
stage of slow subsidence due to extension related numerous 
small fault  , followed by an abrupt increase in subsidence 

due to  linkage of faults during its climax stage.  With 
cessation of fault activities in its later stage, the subsidence 
rate is greatly exceeded by sediment supply. 
 

The evolution of Cauvery basin in the east coast of India is 
genetically related to the other simultaneous evolving 
extensional basins namely Krishna-Godavari, Mahanadi 
and Bengal basin along the eastern continental margin of 
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India.(Rangaraju et.al,1993). ). Plate reconstruction models 
indicate that the initial rifting in the Cauvery Basin took 
place during Late Jurassic- Early Cretaceous time.  
Numerous down-to- basin extensional faults resulted active 
subsidence along normal fault trending parallel to the Pre-

Cambrian Eastern Ghat trend (NNE-SSW) giving rise to 
horst-graben morphology- a characteristics of rift 
extension. The formation of grabens and horst blocks 
subdivided Cauvery Basin into various sub basins namely 
Ariyalur-Pondicherry, Tranquebar, Nagapattinam, Tanjore,   
Ramnad-Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar with intervening 
ridges (fig-1) .  
 

 
 
Fig 1 Bouguer gravity anomaly map of Cauvery Basin 

 

Nagapattinam sub basin being positioned at central part of 
Cauvery basin bounded by Karaikal ridge to its north and 
Vedaranniyam horst towards south-east., hold sediments 

over 5500 m in thickness ranging in age Late 
Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous to recent. The syn-rift deposits 
are interpreted to be present between unconformities on top 
of   Precambrian Basement and Andimadam Formation top 
of Albian age and  is represented by mainly sand and shale. 
(fig-2) Since, the deepest parts of the graben have not been 
penetrated through drilling; the lithofacies in the oldest part 
in subsurface remains conjectural.   

 

 
 

Fig. 2  Seismo-geological section along merged seismic lines GH-

CB &GF-H 

 
The generalized stratigraphy of Cauvery basin is shown in 
table-1. 

STRATIGRAPHY OF CAUVERY BASIN

Basement
Archean

Andimadam Fm. (Pre Albian to 

Albian age)           Synrift

sequences

Sattapadi Shale

Lower

Bhuvanagiri Fm.

Kudavasal Shale

Nannilam Fm.

Portonova Shale

Upper

Cretaceou
s

Kamalapuram Fm.

Karaikal Shale

Pandanallur Fm.

Paleocene

Tiruppundi Fm.Eocene

Niravi Sandstone

Kovilkalappal Fm.
Oligocene

Shiyali Claystone

Vanjiyur Sandstone

Madanam Limestone

Lower Miocene

Tittacheri SandstoneRecent to Mid. Miocene

FORMATION

AGE

 
                       Table-1 

 

Methodology 

 
A synergistic approach integrating   seismic, electrolog and 
laboratory data have been attempted to develop a tectono- 
stratigraphic frame work for the syn rift sequences. As no 

well has  penetrated the entire sequence at basin center, an  
attempt has been made to sub divide the rift fill into various 
tectono- stratigraphic units i.e early syn-rift, rift climax and 
late syn-rift stage based on the seismic characters and 
geological understanding  . As the seismic reflector 
corresponding to Early rift top could not be tracked 
regionally due to its limited occurrences, reflectors near 
Basement top , top of rift climax and rift top were 

correlated. Time structure and iso-chronopach of these 
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units have been generated. The rift architecture and related 
depositional pattern was also interpreted. 
 

Data Interpretation  
 
Subdivision these units has been attempted through log 
correlation of available deeper wells drilled within syn-rift 
portion. In absence of deeper wells at basin centre, rift 
initiation unit could not be marked but in seismic section it 
shows an overall wedge-shaped geometry and the internal 

discontinuous reflection configuration.  Log pattern of rift 
climax unit showed  distinctive homogeneous appearance 
with uniform low resistivity, low SP and high gamma 
response as shown in well LQ-A (fig-3 ). Generally these 
log characteristics are better developed in deeper part. 
However towards flank, some wells exhibit coarser clastics 
within this unit (e.g-OM-A, QWN-A wells). On seismic 
section this unit is represented by continuous low amplitude 

/transparent reflector specially  to its basinal part. It also 
shows divergent reflectors (diagnostic of fine grained 
sediments, Badley,1990 )towards fault plane . Top part of 
this unit generally appears as a draping reflector. During 
this period is the rift axis is generally sediment starved, 
sometimes coarser clastics become partitioned at the basin 
margins as observed in seismic section    (fig-  4 )  . The log 
pattern within late syn rift unit indicates predominance of  

coarser clastics.  This unit is generally bounded by higher 
amplitude reflectors  identified on seismic sections (fig-5  ) 
.   

     
 

Fig.3 Electrolog of well LQ-A within syn-rift part  

 

              
 

Fig 4  Seismic line HB-AB showing different tectono- stratigraphic 

units within syn-rift. Within rift- climax nit, presence of coarser 

clastics at basin  margin (North Nagapattinam sub basin )  

 

 
 

Fig 5  Seismic line IA-AB-R showing characteristics of  different 

tectono-stratigraphic units within syn-rift  sequence (North 

Nagapattinam sub basin) 

 

Basin Architecture 

 
The main deepest low in the north Nagapattinam area 
aligned in E-W direction and to  its updip axial part, some 
isolated sub regional scale half grabens are  oriented in 

crescent shape. These lows though isolated but probably 
shared similar patterns of sedimentation through different 
tectonic slopes with independent fluvial system. The rift 
sediments varies from ≈ 2600-3200 m. in its major three 
lows. South Nagapattinam sub basin is characterised by 
very less  syn-rift sediments - to be around 1000 m.  at its 
deepest part (fig-6). No source facies development are 
reported upto last drilled depth in wells DL-A,LSN-
A,LUN-A,UB-A,UUQ-A,UHU-A and WEN-A as these 

were drilled on the highs and adjacent lows may have 

Rift-Climax top 

Syn-rift top 

ILD GR SP 
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source rock development.  A horst system (Kovilkalappal-
Peruvalandan high) existed within the broader low bounded 
by Puttukottai and Vedaranyam ridge to the west and east 
respectively. Two  lows evolved on its either flanks, a 
shallower constricted western low and a wider and 

relatively deeper  eastern low with a smaller  Tulsapattinam 
high in between  (fig-7,8). 

 

 
 
Fig 6 Seismic line GF-AE showing less syn-rift sediments  in 

South Nagapattinam sub basin        

 
 

 
 

Fig.7 Time relief map near top of basement in   

Nagapattinam sub basin 

 

 
 

Fig 8 3D view of Nagapattinam sub basin at basement top     

 

Tectono-stratigraphic evolution and depositional 

history of syn-rift sediments in Nagapattinam sub-

basin: 

 

In north Nagapattinam sub basin, deposition of basal 

Andimadam Formation ( rift initiation period) was 
primarily limited in areas adjacent to footwalls and the 
sedimentation mechanism were dominantly slides and 
slumps. The basin might have received coarse grained 
sediments derived from rift shoulders and can be seen as 
fan deposits (Fig-9).  These, sediments are poorly sorted 

(sands to conglomerate )  and generally having low 
reservoir potential.  

 

 
Fig.9  Seismic line FB-AD showing fan lobe near  bounding fault 

and a channel fill near rift  top 

 
During rift climax period, with increase of tectonic 
subsidence, the lows are flooded and standing bodies of 
water, probably lakes that developed in these isolated  half 
grabens. At this stage, the rift axis became sediment starved 
and stopped receiving coarser sediments but   sometimes 
these are partitioned at the basin margins as observed in 
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wells QWN-A and OM-A. During climax stage, the 
deposition of finer sediments  having source component are 
inferred.  These are validated by the identification better 
quality mature organic matter capable of generating both 
liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon in wells belonging to 

different structures specially in the dip slope part of north 
Nagapattinam sub basin.( in wells BL-A ,LQ-A OM-A, 
UW-A,QN-A,LO-A ,Neeraja,1998) . The high Pr/Ph ratio 
of Cretaceous reservoir  oil  studied by  Mangotra et 
al,2004  (avg-2.8, as high 4.2 in QN-A well) indicating the 
relationship between the chemistry of the environment and 
contributing organisms i.e low salinity fresh water 
environment ( ratios found in hyper saline environment < 

1) and its generation from a source facies having slightly 
more terrestrial contribution. Even from the maturity 
window geohistory of NE-A well (fig-10), development of 
lacustrine system is inferred from the rapid subsidence 
during its climax stage. It was also studied that  
hydrocarbon accumulations of these structures  are 
genetically unrelated led us to surmise different source 
sequences in  isolated lows. This is further supported by the 

study (Goswami,2006) that  oils of various reservoir 
generated locally and have not experienced long distanced 
migration. It was also  inferred that QN-B oil of 
Andimadam Formation generated from the sediments of 
significant continental organic matter indicating existence 
of lacustrine system during this period.  The energy 
condition in these lows varied significantly. In particular 
till the end of Rift Climax period, basin filling and 

amalgamation activity of smaller lakes was more in the 
northern part w.r. t. to main graben. (fig-11) 
 
 

 
Fig. 10  Maturity window geohistory of well NE-A 
  

 
Fig.11 Time relief map near top of rift-climax unit, Nagapattinam 

sub basin 

 
During Late Rift stage, the  basement related faults which 
were extending up to rift climax stage are mostly not seen 
(fig12) and  the rift graben system was progressively filled 
up by the higher energy systems, resulting in the deposition 

of coarser clastics, revealed by high amplitude sub parallel 
continues reflections (fig-13) and also  probed by drilling.  
 

 
 

Fig.12  Seismic section showing faults not  extending  beyond rift-

climax unit 
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Fig13 Seismic line FH-AA showing high amplitude reflector 

within late syn-rift unit(North Nagapattinam sub basin)  

 
Once sedimentary systems become established in 
extensional basins then each slope component will 
contribute to the basin infill in a distinctive and to some 
extent, predictive way. The  major drainage led 

sedimentation are through (i) lateral-transport systems 
depositing high-gradient fans and low-gradient cones down 
the footwall and hanging wall slopes respectively, normal 
to the strike of the main bounding fault and  through (ii) 
axial-transport systems that transfer sediment parallel to the 
strike of the main bounding faults.   
 

The effects of surface tilting on those lateral and axial 
systems give rise to marked basin-wide variations in 
lithology, facies and thickness. 
 
In north Nagapattinam sub basin initial basin fill are 
through lateral transport from escarpment and dip slope. In 
the shallower lows in updip side, the sediments filled to the 

height of adjacent accommodation zone followed by  
transfer of sediments to next downstream graben and 
ultimately to the main low through axial drainage 
(fig14,15). This feature is well observed at rift climax top       
(fig-11).  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig1 4 Block diagram showing basin fill stage. Half            graben  

fills to the height of adjacent  accommodation zone  at which point 

deposition ceases& sediments carried into  adjacent downstream 

basin ( After Lambaise,1995) 
 

 
 
Fig15 Block diagram showing basin fill during sediment 

transportation, North Nagapattinam sub basin 

 
The prominence of lateral transport became significant in 
the subsequent sedimentation as observed at rift top (fig-
16). Two distinct buried accommodation zones are 
identified, the northern one proved to be hydrocarbon 
bearing and the southern one needs exploratory efforts (fig-
17). In general, the basin achieved a near peneplanation by 
end of syn-rift phase  In south Nagapattinam sub basin,   
different pattern of   sedimentation are inferred in two lows 

on its either flanks of Kovilkalappal horst, i.e SSW to NNE 
in the western low  with inferred source component around 
Adichapuram area. In  eastern low apart from input through 
lateral transport from Vedaranniyam ridge to the east of 
Tulsapattinam high,  a major N-S trending  axial drainage 
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pattern is also observed.  This is because of the fact that the 
hanging wall sinking and foot wall upliftment rift geometry  
of north  
 

 
 

Fig16 Time relief map near late syn-rift top,  Nagapattinam sub 

basin 

 

Nagapattinam sub basin  gave rise to back shed drainage 
which effectively diverts most drainage of the rift shoulder 

away from rather than into the rift (Cohen,1985).This effect 
has been seen in south Nagapattinam with drainage pattern 
running through east of LN-A well and led  to the 
deposition  two isolated pods of sediment thicks to the east 
of Tulsapattinam structure .  
 

 
 

Fig17 Basin fill map during syn-rift period,  Nagapattinam sub 

basin 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig 18 3D view of Nagapattinam sub basin showing basin  

architecture at syn-rift top 

 

Development of source sequences in the lower part of 
northern low  are proved by the oil occurrence in UB-A 
well . The Pr/Ph ratio of this well worked out to be 4.63 
indicating low salinity and oil generation from a source 
facies having more terrestrial contribution. We infer the 
other sediment thicks, SSW  to the former one  also having 

source component with likely migration trend to its north-
west part and needs to be probed. Till the end of rift, 
tectonics waned significantly in the western low but was 
active in the eastern low (fig-18). 
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Conclusions 
 

• The interplay of the rift architecture and sedimentation 

has brought out by this study for both North  and 
South Nagapattinam sub basin . 

• Three tectono-stratigraphic units namely early syn- 

rift, rift climax and late syn rift have been identified 
within substancial syn-rift sediments in North 
Nagapattinam sub basin. Rift climax sediments are 
interpreted to have source component while late rift 

sediments are indicative of good reservoir 
development. Two buried accommodation zones have 
been identified, the northern one proved to be 
hydrocarbon bearing and the southern, major one is 
interpreted to be prospective. 

• The rift climax and late syn- rift phase together 

constitute the source- reservoir couplets even in the 
deposition low areas. Play system for these late rift 
reservoir are both stratigraphic and strati structural.  

• Two lows have been identified on either flank of 

Kovilkalappal-Peruvalandan ridge within South 
Nagapattinam sub basin having different drainage 
pattern. This sub basin owing to its lesser rift fill , 

interpreted to have restricted source component: 
around NW of Kovilkappal ridge in western low and 
W to SW of Tulsapattinam high within eastern low.  

• Till the end of rift, though tectonics waned 

significantly in the western low but eastern low 
remained tectonically active and thus experienced 
continuous subsidence. 
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